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Ash Class Hannah for doing really well in her Precision 
this week  

 Maple 
Class 

Jamie for always coming in with a smile on his 
face and trying hard at everything he does.  

Elm Class Nicola for always doing her best with her read-
ing and phonics.  

 
Rowan 
Class Filip for a super effort with his learning this week  

Cherry 
Class 

Daniyal for having a positive attitude to learning 
all week! 

Ava for fantastic progress with her phonics! 

 Pine Class Liam for his incredible attitude towards his learn-
ing.  

Willow 
Class 

Lucas for fantastic independent writing of his 
Mrs Armitage story!  

 Oak Class Emmanuel for settling in so well in Oak Class.  

Sycamore 
Class 

Miguel for trying to so hard to use connectives 
and FANBOYS in his writing. 

 
Hazel 
Class 

Logan H for settling back into school routines well 
and showing a mature attitude towards his learn-
ing.  

   
Beech 
Class 

Demi for settling back into school routines very 

well and smiling loads. An excellent week filled 

with hard work and giggles.  

Headteacher’s Update 
       Assemblies 

Each Monday we have a whole school virtual assembly based around a different theme. On Monday 

15th, the theme was Easter trees and Lent. Every Friday we hold a virtual Celebration Assembly, 

where we announce the stars of the week and share what the children have been working on. 

During the last week of term, the children will engage in different activities linked to Easter and Spring, 

which we are hoping to share with parents. Watch this space! 

   Parents Evenings 

Parent Evening letters have now been sent out, so that 10 minute appointments can be booked and 

organised before the end of term. In the event that you have specific issues that you wish to dis-

cuss with the teacher, please can you arrange a separate appointment so that the teachers can 

keep to time. 

20
th
 and 22

nd
 April KS1 & EYFS appointments              27

th
 and 29

th
 April KS2 appointments 

Pedestrian Crossing 

The article to promote the petition to install a pedestrian crossing outside school should be in the Evening Advertiser on 

Monday 22
nd

 March 2021. A huge thank you to Mrs Doka for taking the lead, to drive this necessity forward. Please can 

you encourage others to sign the petition. 

Nursery Class 

In September 2021 the school is opening a Nursery Class for children aged 3-4years. Expression of interest forms are 
available from the school office and further information is now available on the school website. 

 

Attendance this week was 

95%    Well Done! 

Date: 19th March 2021 

 

 



This week in Ash class we have read the story of ‘Jack and the incredibly meanstalk’. We have 
written to the giant and told him about ourselves. We have also been building up our display. We 
have made leaves for our bean/meanstalk. 

 

After checking out signs of spring this week, Elm class painted some 
daffodils.  We also listened to Jack and the Incredibly meanstalk 
and made a beanstalk.  We wrote letters to the 
giant in the story. Lots of games helped us with 
our maths learning. 

 

 

We have had a very busy week!  In Eng-
lish , we have been writing our own po-
ems.  We shared our poems with Mrs 
Sumner and Mrs Edmonds because we 
were so proud of our work.  In maths we 
made our own balance scales.  It was lots 
of fun!   

In Science we have been naming and in-
vestigating different animal body parts. 

In Design Technology, we explored differ-
ent fabrics ready for our new topic and in 

ICT we used a logo program to input 
instructions to move an object. 

This week we have been working incredibly 
hard on a very tricky topic in maths - frac-
tions! We have been recapping how to find a 
half and a quarter and other unit fractions by 
sharing dots! In English we have written our 
own version of Mrs Armitage, Queen of the 
Road, using fantastic adjectives and FANBOYs. 
In Art we are painting our own leafy back-

grounds for our future lay 
sculptures in the style of Henri 
Rousseau and in PE we will be 
practising throwing and catch-
ing! We've also been busy 
planting our spring bulbs this 
week and painting eggs to 
hang on our 'Osterbaum' - our 
class Easter tree. 

It's been another incredibly busy week in 
Willow Class! We have been using story 
maps to write our own Mrs Armitage on 
Wheels stories, where we have been trying 
to use expanded noun phrases, adverbs 
and correct punctuation. In maths we have 
continued our learning about fractions - 
this has been tricky but we have been very 
resilient and risen to the challenges Miss 
Rew has given us! Finally, in RE we have 
been learning about Passover traditions 
and drawing our own Seder plates. 

This week Maple class have been very 
busy. We have continued to work on our 
story Felix After the Rain and have written 
poems about having sad and happy days. 
We've thought about the positives and 

negatives of lockdown over the last 
year and created posters of inspiration-
al quotes. In maths year 4 are still tack-
ling tricky fractions and year 3 are look-
ing at measurements. In science we've 
been rolling a car down a ramp to in-
vestigate friction - Nikola posed an in-
teresting question about whether a 
heavier car would go faster and further. 
We're going to try it out. 



And Finally… 

The Mysterious Singer….          

Only Panda & Horse left in 
for the Final ...who will 

your winner be? 

It was a triple elimination 
this week! A massive      

congratulations to  

Miss Green (Unicorn),  

Mrs Young (Tiger) AND Miss Bailey (Zebra) 

for getting this far. You’ve 
all been brilliant!!  

 

 

 

This week we have been working extremely hard. 
We have been researching and writing a non-
chronological report comparing France and Eng-
land. In Maths we have been continuing to under-
stand and explain how we divide by ten with deci-
mals. We have really been enjoying hockey so far 
in PE all the children are controlling the hockey 
sticks as well as the hockey balls. 

This week in Rowan class we've started to 
read Ottoline and the Yellow Cat. We've 
been really enjoying all of the pictures in the 
story and are excited to find out where Mr 
Munroe went to in his disguise! In maths 
we've been comparing measurements and 
looking at perimeter of shapes. In 
tennis we've practised hitting the 
ball to a partner, in art we've looked 
at Pop Art and Andy Warhol, and in 
geography we've explored features 
of all the 7 continents.  

In Maths this week, some of us have been 
practicing old skills and have been exploring 
different methods to multiply numbers. The 
others have been finding the area and pe-
rimeter of rectangles and rectilinear shapes. 

 

Hazel class thoroughly enjoyed our visit from 
space this week. We learnt a lot of fascinating 
facts and found the videos and pictures 'mind-
blowing'.  

In science, we have been focusing on flowers and 
how they reproduce. We dissected daffodils and 
created a film reel to show the story of how a 
flower creates another flower.  

In Maths, we have finished our fractions topic and 
consider ourselves fraction experts now!  

In tennis, we have been practising our back-
hand shot and trying hard to ensure that we 
are being careful and 
precise with our 
hits.  

In class we have been deciding whether or 
not Macbeth should complete his evil plan to 
get rid of Banquo and his son Fleance. In 
Maths we have developed our ratio skills and 
how to apply these to solve problems. In P.E, 
we have been designing games to improve 
our dribbling skills in a variety of ways.  



  IN OTHER NEWS…. 

 

Huge congratulations to Mrs 

Smith (and Mr Smith) on the      

arrival of their Baby Boy Leo!! 

 

 

 
 
 

Westlea Primary Support Squad  
It is with the greatest pleasure, that I can announce the creation of the ‘Westlea Primary Support Squad’. 
The ‘Support Squad’ will be a lot more than a PTA and has been established to provide a supportive link 
between school and the Westlea Community. An information page will be set up on the school website 
shortly. 
 
The following parents have been nominated, voted and appointed to the 

three main roles: 
Chair - Crystal Doka 

Treasurer - Becci Taylor 
Secretaries - Becky Chester-Watts and Steph Chester-

Watts. 
 

All of the members are from very diverse and different 

backgrounds, but together they strongly agree with 

the premise of Bee Kind. 

 

Their first fundraiser for the School will be an Easter colouring competi-

tion. (Colouring sheet is attached to the Newsletter) 

The winner will receive the ‘Bunny Balloon Hamper’ and a personalised 

Teddy. 

There will also be a winner in each Year group who will receive an Easter Egg. 

Please hand your entries to School by 29th March and winners will be announced on the last day of Term.  

Good Luck! 

COMIC RELIEF 

The Children looked great today dressed as Superheroes. We had a great mixture of well 
known superheroes, lockdown superheroes and of course the Children who came dressed 
as themselves as they have ALL been superheroes during these hard times. 

But look at Logan as Sir Tom Moore who we can all agree was a True Hero. 

We will update you with more pictures and details of the fundraising next week. 


